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RI-POUT ON GROUP 6
010

AERIAL ANOMALY 14, BALMER #3 

JjALMER TWP. , RP.I) LAKI- ARK A

Three maps accompany this report:

R L-

1) Reconnaissance self potential (l" - 100,')
2) Ronka H.M.-16 survey (Fraser Filtration, l" - 100')
3) Magnetometer Survey (McPhar M-800, l" - 100')

INTRODUCTION

As a result of a Questor detailed aerial survey, an 
anomalous area (#14) was located and 6 claims were staked 
in Balmer Twp.:

Claims: KRL 322745 to 322747 inclusive 
KRL 322760 to 322762 inclusive

Anomaly #14 fell in claim 322762.

In August and September three 2-man attempts wefe 
made to locate a reasonable access around the wet swamps 
of the area, and two days were spent with the self potential 
to locate the anomalies, for a total of 10 man-days.

In February, 1973, 
(200') line cutting was 
magnetometer surveys.

from the 12th to 
carried out plus

the 23rd, detailed 
B.M.-16 and

Line cutting - (2.6 miles approx.) 
F,,M.-16 survey 
Magnetometer survey 
Miscellaneous (locating, claiming, 
Office (maps, report, etc.)

etc,) -

11 Man-days
3 Man-days
4 Man-days
5 Man-days

6*s Man-days

RESULTS

Two linear magnetic good-conductors were located which 
should contain some sulphides according to the self potential. 
These, on the basis of old nearby drill holes, are interpreted 
as iron formations. They cut across a basic dyke or amphibolite 
inferred from the old diamond drilling. It appears that the
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"amphibolite" is actually coarser phases of intermediate to 
basic volcanics which have a more east - west trend than the 
inferred "dyke".

The results of the p,eophysics (no rock outcrops on the 
claim) are not promising for base metal possibilities. Gold 
values may accomnany the iron formations, and two drill holes 
have been spotted on the accompanying maps. However, to date 
in Balmer Twp., iron formations have not proved i productive 
and no recommendation to drill is made.

S. V. Burr, M.A. P. I-ng.

March 22, 1973
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RKPOUT ON ('.UCHI' 7 

Al-RIAL ANOMALY 18, UALMHR M 

BALMHR TWP. , Rlil) LAKH ARF.A

020

Two maps accompany this report:
*

1) Mapnetometer Survey (McPhar M-800, l" - 100')
2) Ronka 1-M-lC Survey (Fraser Filtration, l" - 100')

As a result of a Questor detailed aerial survey, 
an anomalous area ("IB) was located, and 15 claims were 
staked in Balmer Twp.:

Claims: KRI, 322876 to 322890 inclusive.

Anomaly #18 fell in and near claims 322881 and 
322882.

From February 12, at intervals to March 16, line 
cuttinp and surveyinp were carried out.

Line cuttinp (3.4 miles approx.) - 11 Man-Days
FM-16 Survey - 4 Man-Days
Magnetometer Survey - 4's Man-Days
Miscellaneous (l.ocatinp, Chaining) - 4^ Man-Days
Office (Mans, report, etc.) - 11 Man-Days

Riisyi/rs
One l)road mapnetic band is indicated containing 

a much narrower, weak HM-16 conductive ?.one, despite 
the stronp 6 channel aerial intercepts,

Tile results suppest an iron formation, and 
sediments are known to occur on strike to the west 
and east. The anomaly does not appear promisinp for



base metals. Gold values may occur, hut a drill hole 
on the adjoining Dorion claim to the west, in similar 
formations, yielded no values.

No drilling is recommended at this time.

S. V. Burr, M.A. P.Enp,

March 23, 1973
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' : Mi PORT ON O^Knm'R GROUP ANOMALY 15S

Twonty*one claims wore staked in tho north-east 
1 corner of Balmer Twp. on the basis of the Questor aerial

survey. Of nest interest was an isolated, throe -intercept 
; ; anowaly (*3S) south of 0*Koofo Lake.

, Tho latest Balinor Tv;p. map by Ferguson showed that 
 ground E.M, surveying by Cordoba Mines in tho early sixties 
had picked up a conductor which coincided very well with the 
Quostor anomaly. Furthermore, a drill halo was plotted on 
the map close to this anomaly. Information from the Resident 
Geologist of O,D.M, showed that the log of this hole was 
incomplete * only the first tv?enty-fivo feet of core was 
described - of a hole which is believed to hnvo reached a 
depth of 400 foot, or so. Also, plotting the hole from the 
log. information indicated that the hole mipht have been spotted 

ond the anomaly,, and missed it.

Two days were cpcnt In November to locate and traverse 
the anomaly with tho B.M. 16 instrument. The end of the drill 
road, and a cleared area containing an empty core box and vhat 
may have been sills for tho drill were located, an well as a 
strong conductor find vory strong inannetics which pulled the 
compass badly,

Tho acconpanyinp sketch shows tho results. It is 
suspected the anomaly is in praphetic iron formation, although 
sulphides may be present also. However, the drill hole 
undoubtedly intersected the anomalous condition, and, since it 
was not followed up by other holes, one can conclude there 
were no values of interest.
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REPORT ON GROUND
S2NMSE0138 63.3139 BALMER TWP 040

RECONNAISSANCE OF AERIAL EM ANOMALIES 29, 30 6c 31

M ____________ BATEMAN TWP., GROUP 4 _____________

Four days were employed from July 17 -26, 1972, to hunt for and 

assess these anomalies with the self potential.

A recent north-south base line which we thought would be the old 

Nor lee Red Lake base line, re-cut, led us astray on the first day. 

Eventually, the old Norlee base line was found and, also, anomaly 29 with 

an old drill set-up. The self potential anomalies were narrow and weak. 

Investigation at the office of the Resident Geologist disclosed that a 

drill hole had been put down on this anomaly in 1967 and filed for 

assessment purposes. The hole contained considerable talc-chlor'ite schist, 

serpentinite, chert and graphitic argillite,. There was very little 

sulphide. The 60O hole cased through 115 feet of boulder, clay, sand 

and gravel.

Anomaly 30, farther to the east, is also weak, narrow, and obviously 

deeply overburdened. Anomaly 31 could not be reached due to very wet 

ewamps but it lies deeper in the sediments which are not considered good 

targets.

A rough sketch shows our reconnaissance. 

Further work is not recommended o

S. V. Burr, M. A. P. Eng.
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RF.PORT ON GROUP 8

AF1UAL ANOMAL W 37 

CLICKHR GOLD MINI'S LIMlTIiH 

BALMKR TWP. , RHD LAKH AREA.

050

Two maps accompany this report: 
1) Filtered li.M.-16 Survey
2) Partial Magnetometer 

l" - 100')

(Ronka, l" - 100') 
Survey (McPhar M-800,

INTRODUCTION

As a result of a Ouestor detailed aerial survey, 
an anomalous area (#37) was located irt the north-west 
part of the Clicker property in patented claims KRL 
21115 and 21114.

It is apparent in the Ouestor report that the 
interpreter was a little dubious about the trend of 
the intercepts, which were picked up on north-south 
and east-west flights. The known strike of the under 
lying volcanics is N30 W approximately. The intercepts 
suggested as east-west trend, and for this reason, the 
isolated anomaly was of interest.

From February 20 to March 25, at intervals, the 
property was located; line cutting, a Ronka H.M,-16 
survey and n partial magnetometer survey were carried 
out ho foro break-up conditions forced suspension*

(5.1 miles approx.) -Line cutting
Locating
li.M.-lC survey
Magnetometer survey
Office (Maps, report, etc.)

17 Man-Days
4 Man-Days
5 Man-Days
2 Man-Days
6 Man-Days

RESULTS.

For the first time in the flown area, we failed 
to pick up n definite anomalous condition on the 
western Questor intercepts, although the eastern 
section showed nn anomalous condition trending approxi 
mately N30 W, Buggor.ting good conducting sodinuMitnry 
intfcrbod.s .
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By chance, our lines extended far enough to the 
south to pick up an east-north-east anomaly (not 
indicated by the aerial work) and n stronger anomaly 
at the north-eastern part of the surveyed area (also 
not indicated by air).

An old 1946 magnetometer survey of the Clicker 
claims used here in lieu of our own more detailed but 
incomplete magnetometer survey, shows the N^SO W trends, 
and also a weakly-expressed I-NH trend corresponding 
closely with the southern anomaly "A".

Further exploration is warranted on this area of 
Clicker. At date of writing, access to the claims is 
too time-consuming and difficult, but it is believed 
that the freshly-cut north township line of Balmer will 
provide access after break-up by Terra jet, and much of 
the interesting section is swamp-free so that self 
potential methods may be uRed.

,A
S. V. Burr, M.A, P.Kn*.

March 27, 1973
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RI i I'O RT ON .f .l i 01'l i Y SCI Al, RI! SI ILT^

jy.!.1 ). . ..i M 1 'i0.. J' U.OP! i.!IT.iM 

J^uniR. .T^L'-J'KlLi.'.AK-1 ' -AM-A

SUMMARY

Geopliyscial v;ork has located three targets on the Redcon 
and Abino claims covered by this survey. The targets are believed 
to contain disseminated sulphides in favourable rocks and favour 
able structures for gold mineralization.

A minimum of SIC), 000.00 is recommended to drill two of the 
targets and expose the third by stripping.

INTROimCTJON

As a result of self potential reconnaissance in the north 
west part of Redcon in the summer of 1972, investigating aerial 
I;.M. anomalies, a line grid was cut in the late winter of 1973. 
This entailed 3700 feet of base line running N88 O 1V and twenty g.rid 
lines north and south at 200' intervals totalling some 54,000 feet. 
Two earlier reference lines with a combined length of 3300 feet arc 
incorporated in the line grid.

The survey covers Redcon claims 20888 and 20892, plus parts 
of 20889 and 20893. It also rovers Abino claim 1007 and parts of 
1004 and 1000. Abino coverage cons ir. t s of 18,400 feet of grid lines, 
or 34 2.

The Ronka li.M. 16 survey covers the entire 54,000 feet; self 
potential surveying covered 29,650 foot of grid line plus 3500 feet 
of base line, and 5,850 feet of magnetometer checks were run.

GliOlMIYSlCAb RliSUl.TS

The li. M. 16 survey fits well on the aerial intercepts, and 
indicates a series of parallel, linear conductors, swinging into 
what appears to bc a fold at the western end. The original inter 
pretation of this aerial anomaly #25 as caused by bettor conducting

2 -



"sediment nry" or tuff acron?; b c d 5; within the volcanic flows
appears to lie srpp'u , i d by 1 'no {-.round survey, It should be 
remembered that this anonalous condition is part of a lonp, 
(fit least 3 miles) lineav which f on:;'; a wide arc to the north 
over the Abalard, beei.iac r.ud Duc.hcsn;; properties.

, The se] f potential reconnaissance and recent survey, 
indicates a number of narrow, weak sulphide anomalies in the 
area of the aerial intercepts in the "south" #2S*in Redeem 
claim 20892, and aJonp, the north boundary of Uedcon claim 
20893, closer to the "north" II25. T hese are interpreted as 
narrow, sulphide- benri M:, Jensy intorheds. There is no 
evidence of graphitic tuff's. The "south" #?.r" area appears 
to be deeply overburdened on the basis of the self potential 
and li.M. ] 6 resul t s .

There is very little correlation bo t ween the stronger 
li.M. 16 linears and the se'! f potential, except as noted nbove. 
l conclude that the st.roiMM-r li.M. am.pali.os are not. caused by 
sulphides or fi.raphi.to. J understand that the V.I!.] 1..M. check 
work related well with the li.M. 16, and can only conclude that 
the V.U.Ii.M. is, ];lko the l .M. 16, capable of picking up brl:';er 
conducting rock types.

I ; i ve distinct sol f potential anomalies have been dis 
covered, unrelated to the li.M. anomalies. These are referred 
by letter and will be discussed bolov,'. It is worthy to note:, 
however, that the self potential reconnaissance in the summer 
of 1972 was carried out uu.lor much drier conditions than the 
recent surveying. This year., due to considerable rain, t.ho 
rater table lias risen and this has iiilrlbited the potent in? s, 
veakeninj; the anomalous ei'i'cts. li. .i;; doubtful, for instance, 
its anomaly "A" won j d liavt.- been recof.ni.r-.ed on the basis of this 
year's survey.

ANOMALY "A": Pound liy la:; t. yrvit's reconnaj ssancc, and 
dot ailed"'c i ose Jy', t'Viis !;.K.ii. trendinp. r.ono v:as f.trippod last 
SDinmer to expose weal; shoa.'ini!, in the volcanics at the contact; 
of a wide, carbonated, por^hrv dyke. The full width of the 
e.nomaly could not be oqioM/J, liut r,;Miples indJcated only a 
trace of pold i \l the wes;: contact, and in the dyke. Sulphides 
consisted of very sparse i j MO pyrite. This anomaly had only 
 i the strength of AnomaJy "i;".

AN'OIIAJ.Y "P.": l ; oi;nd by last } r ear's reconnaissance, an:l 
cietailcd cloi.C'Jy, tiiis i;.;*.!;, trcndim; zone lies just nortli of; 
the small anomaly asr.oc :i ai cd v:ith the old C.M. f't S, trenches, 
in which p.old was reported. "li" now appears to be the "tail" 
of anomaly "C". The "pea 1 ." o'" tJio aix-maly indicates fairly dupt 
overburden. Magnetic cfi'rris arc; ass-u i at od , :: u p. pest i n p, soiiu"



disseminated pyrrhotite w DY b c present. This anomaly has only 
h. t he strength of Anomaly "C".

A!JO?!M,Y "C": A::.-.:J found las: year, and detailed to one 
peak for' a J'Vi.' K:::.;.' :'.:ui A.-jiL, this e^st-vest trending anomnly 
IK-s a strike Jtiip, i./. of about (;00 feer, at least. It ir; do: o 
to surface and 0;U.id bo e ir, K'I s e. d r: c r (.M :; strike by a f;r'n;: o J" i:)-: i: 
with a case of dynamite (vhich is or. t: of the question these days') 
or by bull -doiier.

One c: l ic c 3; in a;;: K.'t c .-;:;e t cr line shows excellent magnet i:: 
correlation, sup.i'c.-st'h'.r, t!.e disseminated sulphides causjnr, IIK- 
anomaly include pyrrhoti *; t -.

Structurally, the anomaly lies in t lie same band of 
resistant volcanic:; -- M.^'j'.du J oi dal , nillcnved andesite or bar.;'.! t, 
v/ith carbonate a 11 era' :i - :i - a;-, aromaiios "A" and "II", and appears 
to 1)0 linked to ".-i" (',iv:; :i', an over-a 1 1 striJ.e lenj'.th oi 190..; f;:et 
"C" closes off al t!;-; v;:':,i: md v.-liere i.ho formations apjicar to 
r.vn.np, in stri]:e 1o v.he r ^r'l I r v;est as indicalcd by tlie filler?;! 
J..M. 16 contour;;.

This onoiiinly :i s t lie hip.f.cst, and possibly, the most 
interesting yet d i. s cove re d in the surveyed area.

AIJOMUY "j)": I:; in.Healed ;i t tlje soutli end of line 
O * 00, aiid 11.-j , n '.)'c i ieen : nl'l oi-.t-i! up, ns yet. It's location 
puts it on strike w i Mi a'.d .':OiUi i 'oi'.i f rom the "Core Shack" 
anomaly to the south- ea:.t . At the moment, no conclusions can 
he readied, but the anc;.i;.! ous values do not r'elate ci ose; 1. y vi. t li 
the n.M. sup.^es t i iii; that, i i; ir. not caused by heavy sulphides.

ANOMALY "P 1 : !-; off the property, in liatoman Towns 1 ! M), 
and v.'rts found Lv emit, i r u i r- f; Ihr.Mijdi i no iiui'.li beyfind llie cut: /h;es 
;'()U' a)ul ;i;!W. A;, l;.M. if' ;!.M"i:i:ily J jr.i lo ih" south bu'. 1lu.:ro 
ajijioars 1.0 he no coyre l ;:1 i on . At tin; moment, ho cone, l us i ei; 1 ; ca^i 
IH; 7-eached, hut th.uve i v. a !i,N.!V. t rt'"ul i nj 1, maj'.netic shov:n en t lie 
O.I).M. man of r.ntonan Tt iri'-.h i D at. this local ion.

One interesi.ini', feature arising, from the self potential 
surveying is the broaden ''-" ne.",a t i ve. f anomal ousl values to the 
r; e s t. even in the. \videspnv.d vet swains. Tins aitnears to be 
related to the foJdiii!', \;'!iicli, altliouiji tlio picture is not clear 
enoup.h to establish ' n. ( 'i}', ])robnb!iy Las a ncrt h-v.'est, south-east 
axis. The j ne re as, in v. ); [ ' r, a t i ve l*ac.];- r.round rui'.j'.ests cither vide-- 
r.pj-ortd di ssemi nat J e-.;,--, o! sr.l i^iides , (.r widesin-ead "tenches" f'-' 
j'.i'aphite in the foid area. ilouovcr, no distinct, anomaly lias heen 
j'ound related lo l.iiO su''.|iec i - c t ] fold.
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High positive magnetics over a narrow width wore found 
on Line 2H, 200 foot norr.lt oi' the base lino and h i p, h negative 
readings .on Line 41;, 400 joe:; north. At first, the strike of 
these two magnetic:; suggested a narrow diabase dyke, but l:ho 
readings on lino O, at V.'^d foot north surest a normal str.ikc. 
There is a por.sibi li ty that the porphyry dyke in Anomaly "/*- M 
is associated with a fau'it and the magnetics are duo to a iV'Ulte 
narrow iron formation. Certainly, magnetite is the cause o T t ho 
high readings.

. : - .

.'•: -' 
\;' '

\ .

fv'\j

The geophysical .surveying indicates no heavy sulphides 
in this area, unlike the "Core Shack" anomaly. The #25 aerial 
anomaly appears to be caused by good conducting formations - 
probably sedimentary or tuffaceous - with r o in o narrow sulphide 
lenses.

The self potential anomalies "15" and "C" are believed 
to be caused by disseminated sulphides, and may be associated 
with fracturing or veiling , or with, porphyry dykes intrudi n ; ; 
the basic lavas. Anomaly "A" is known to contain sparse pyrite 
and be associated with a' largo porphyry dyke.

Our experience with the near-by "Core Shack" anomaly 
ancl the gold values found ;; n earlier drilling, su^gcst^ -that 
tlio contacts of the porpi'-.yry dykes arc favourable for gold 
ineralization.

Anomalies "A" and "J*" warrant drill hole investigation. 
The "C" anomaly, Jiowevor, is not cltis'.c to the road, T]ie 'busii 
is very thick and a bull -do:.',er will 1)0 necessary to obtain access 
to this most promising auomaly, vrlnch will involve some 2000 
feet. If a bun-uf.;:;:r is obtained it will bo possible to s-, t:: i p 
this anomaly in at loan t. 1v;o placer. - at about 1280 IV and r. round 
line 16W - and de t e rain o i f drilling Is warranted,

l Sv ' . CI) liul.l-do:'.e a rond into and along the south side of 
Anomaly "C", and strip :'.n two places as suggested above.

(2) Drill across Anomalies "A" and "li" where indicator.! 
on the map.

(3) In-ill Anomaly "C", if warranted.

.. r - -- 1
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In the event that stripping on Anomaly "C" Rives 
promising results, the Aha lard ground to the north should 
bo optioned and Anomaly "H" followed and investigated. 
Some self potential reconnaissance with possibly limited 
line cutting should be carried out in Anomaly "J)" area.

Road to Anomaly "C" and stripping 
1000 foot of drilling on "A" and "B" 
Additional Surveying

$350.00 

9,000.00

S10,000.00

.'' j \
' ivV., ' : -v ^•••'- l
l?--:. ' , ,Ri'; 1;:"- 1 -:- ! ivv'-; v - ' Respectfully submitted,

S, V. Burr
Consul ting Geologist

ir^v:

September 14, 1973

M'';| ' I: :"' : '"'j

m^'':"':

s#.w-----'-:--- :
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l*Mfc:. 1' i !f'-^' REDCON GOLD MiNti LiMlltU
- ; -'::, PROGRESS REPORT ON DIAMOND DRILLING TO DEC. 31/

Severe freezing conditions beginning during the night 
of November 30th brought a fast drilling programme to an abrupt halt. 
From 2 p.m. on November 23 until the, 30th, which Included three moves, 
the drillers had attained 1335 feet for an average 7 1/2 feet per hour 
or 180 feet per 24 hours.

ft-JS"

) After November 30th, hole 4 was completed,another 70 feet 
.before the hose line again froze. Finally, the creek froze over, and we 
were obliged to haul water from Balmer Lake, a distance of some 4000 feet. 
•Pump troubles and other equipment failures stalled operations. By Dec. 

|;^; J . 'V lith, hole 5 had cased to bed-rock at 27 feet, the motor of the swamp- 
P:~f0 V buggy failed and one runner quit in frustration, Howe ve r,-problems were 
ll:^;^;^; solved, and hole 5 was completed on Dec. 12th, hole 6 on Dec. 15th and the 
If!^ ivV ^ last hole before the Christmas holidays on Dec. 18th. The camp was left 
f:1* ^ ! ' r "Intact; food stored at the Dickenson cookery; the drill was left on the 

last set-up, hole R72-7.

Total footage drilled 1n the seven holes 1s 2501 feet, and 
this completes the programme as recommended by the writer 1n his Report 
of August 31, 1972.

DRILLING DETAILS

' ' ' Accompanying this Progress Report 1s a plan showing the
completed drill holes, drill logs, and drill sections, and the Reconnalsance
Map of anomaly #25 in the north-west corner of Redcon. ^

In general, the drill holes verify the geophysical Indications 
1n a very satisfactory manner, but, With the exception of hole 3, the 
mineralization carried no values of Interest, The low gold values 1n 
hole 3 are of Interest mainly because they are obviously associated with 
the hanging wall of a late feldspar porphyry dyke t In other words, despite 
the excellent geological structure and mineralized rock found 1n the 
"Core Shack Anomaly", the only open fracturing accessible to the gold mineral 
ization found to date 1s the contact area with the dyke.

this contact area may not have been too open 1s Indicated 
1n hole 6, where, despite some interesting fine arsenopyrite, gold values 
occur only 1n traces 1n the hanging wall of the dyke, However, here the 
dyke 1s only 6 feet wide versus 38 feet 1n hole 72-3. It is Interesting to 
note that the gold Intersection 1n old hole #13 - 0,63 ozs, over 6.3 feet 
1s 1n contact with a "quartz porphyry" 8 1/2 feet wide.

If the feldspar phophyry 1s continuous, or occurs as a 
series of en echelon Intrusive*, H may have been Intercepted 1n old hole 
#19. At 110,2 - 140,5, the rock 1s described as "quart* porphyry" and at 

^...... , 399,7 - 442,7, there is another "quartz porphyry". Hole 19 Is Just over
IP^'^;;? ' : 1200 feet west of 72-3, It may have been Intercepted 1n Rio T1nt6 hole ' 
m^f^f.- : ' #50, some 1100 feet east of 72*3, where a "feldspar rhyolite porphyry" was - \ . 

fcw#te'.;'!".'. cut deep 1n the hole at 706,5-738,8, In each of the old Interceptions, ' ^ 
no samples were taken 1n the hanging wall, It should be Interesting to ' ;* 
re-log these tw.o old holes when they are accessible 1n the spring. : - " ' - v



DISCUSSION

Other than the gold fracturing associated with the
porphyry dyke, the Redcon "Core Shack Anomaly" structure, however much 1t 1s 
like the Dickenson structure, is not promising. Furthermore, the cost of 
hauling water 4000 feet in very cold weather is too high for the negative 
Information we are receiving.

The evidence that a porphyry intrusive can fracture the 
country rock and allow entry to gold solutions on the Redcon 1s of 
interest when we re-examine our self potential reconnaisange of Aerial Anomaly 
.#25 1n the north-west corner of the property. Here, two north-trending 
anomalies, more or less at right angles to the east-west strike of the 
volcanics, were discovered. One "A" on the east side of the Mining Access 
Road, was partially stripped and blasted to expose a 40-45 foot wide carbonated 
porphyry, with a rusty, sheared contact on the west. Only traces in gold 
were obtained in the west contact and 1n the dyke, but, due to water, most 
of the wide anomaly was not seen. The "B" anomaly on the west side of the 
road, just north of the original C.M. 8. S. trenching and drilling, 1s 
untested. It is suspected to contain an intrustlve dyke also.

Unfortunately, there 1s no winter water source near 
these anomalies, and water haulage for filling would be exorbitant.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It 1s recommended:

1. That drilling on the "Core Shack Anomaly" be suspended until such 
"'-"- t ime as old holes 19 and 50 may be re-logged, and the contacts of the 

"porphyries" be sampled.

2. That Anomalies "A" and "B" be drilled after "Break-up", when ample 
water will be available 1n the swamps or creeks.

3. Depending on the drilling results, a line grid to be cut over at 
least four of the north-west claims (and tying on to the "Core 
Shack Anomaly" grid) so that detailed self potential, E.M. - 16, etc, 
surveys may be carried out to assist future drilling.

^i&t:-
•".i i.! ' '"l ' ' ''

Estimated cost:

Diamond Drilling (2 holes at 150 feet each)...

Line cutting (10 miles) ...

Surveying , *,
Total Estimate

S3,000.00

750.00

...1.780.0ft

S5,500,OD

J
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RBDCp?LGQLD.MINjBS. LIMITED

HOLE NO: f\ 
LOCATION: /-f b-CCC o

DIP:
BEARING: /Voter*
CORE SIZE: AQ

DATES: *C. - /7, 
CORE STORED: DICKENSON MINES 
DIP TESTS: 2.?7'- - 4-?" 
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING 
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES 
LOGGED BY:
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: f?' 7-2 ~ 7 
LOCATION:

DIP:
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

DICKENSON MINES
DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

O?*-*,
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: 
LOCATION:

DIP: -^7 
BEARING: A 
CORE SIZE: AQ

72 ~
s- /Cti t DICKENSON MINES

DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTSs
DRILLED BY: DUNGBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:



REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: /? 
LOCATION:

DIP:
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

DATES:
CORE STORED: DICKENSON MINES
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKBNSON MINES
LOGGED BY: '



REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: i\ ~?2~6 
LOCATION:

DIP!
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

DATES:
CORE STORED: DICKENSON MINES
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY; DUNGEY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

- 30 f r 1^*'********,*^
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: /C* 
LOCATION:

DIP:
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

DICKENSON MINES
DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY: s ,/ j? ^. \

37 3. 'ST
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: R - 
LOCATION} * r
DIP*
BEARING; /X 
CORE SIZE: AQ

'/T

DATES:
CORE STORED: DICKENSON MINES 
DIP TESTS: 3^0' - 4-5"* 
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D, DRILLING 
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES 
LOGGED BY:

^7-7

7-

- 60^-7*

liX/r p^iM/wZ^



REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: 
LOCATION:

DIP:
BEARING: 
CORE SIZE:

DICKENSON MINES
DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGBY D, DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:



REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: 
LOCATION:

DIP:
BEARING: 
CORE SIZE:

DICKENSON MINES

AQ

DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:



REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO s 
LOCATION!

7 7-2
iN G , 3^0

DIP: 44T* 
BEARING: rt 
CORB SIZE: AQ

DATES: A-W/7 - 
CORB STORED: DICKBNSON MINES 
DIP TESTS: @,I7S'-'W 
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING 
ASSAYS BY: DICKBNSON MINES 
LOGGED BY: x,
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: 7,2' 
LOCATION: DICKENSON MINES

DIP:
BEARING: 
CORE SIZE: AQ

DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

*3* ;vmi
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RBDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

4', - .f.

HOLE NO J 
LOCATION:

DIPS
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

DICKENSON MINES
DATES i
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNGBY D, DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

3,7 f 7 ~

,\

if Mo A*
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k -r/ ' REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HQLB NO: 
LOCATION:

"7U-3 ^ 
l*-*

BEARING /V
CORE SIZE: AQ

DATES:
CORB STORED: DICKBNSON MINES ^ 
DIP TESTS: SLSTtf'- y**, V?/ '- Vo '/i 
DRILLED BY: DUNGEY D. DRILLING 
ASSAYS BY: DICKBNSON MINES 
LOGGED BY

.^.-(^ii^y.^v/t^.^r'a^KMr^^tt:!*^
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO J 
LOCATION?

DIP:
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

DICKENSON MINES
DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY; DUNQEY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

pi-'
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REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HbLB NO: /^ 72.-3 
LOCATION:

DIP*
BEARING:
CORB SIZE: AQ

DATES:
CORE STORED: DICKBNSON MINES
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNQBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY; DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

' J
p-frr.*--.-* T
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REDCON GOLD-MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: 
LOCATION:

DIP t
BEARING:
CORE SIZE: AQ

- 3
DICKENSON MINES

DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNQBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:



REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO: f? 7Z ~ 3 
LOCATION:

DIP?
BEARING; 
CORE SIZE! AQ

(f f 7*)

DICKENSON MINES
DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNQBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKBNSON MINES
LOGGED BY:

. f 2

J* C*
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RBDCPN GOLD MINES LIMITED

HOLE NO s 7? 
LOCATION J

t. 3, 
DICKBNSON MINES

't--.

y -,

^BEARING; 
-CORE SIZE: AQ

DATES: A/fiS
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNQBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:
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llOLB NO: 
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t^'^v-fiiPi'.:. y
M:^:,' BEARING: '
^;- - CORE SIZE: AQ S'^r' -V-" . --"•••- -- .mw* |:- v ' : ' **

M?.V'-4^--!———— "

DICKENSON MINES
DATES:
CORE STORED:
DIP TESTS:
DRILLED BY: DUNQBY D. DRILLING
ASSAYS BY: DICKENSON MINES
LOGGED BY:
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REPORT ON REDCON GOLD MINES LIMITED 

B;^M13R TClvKJSHlP, ONTARIO 

S U M M A R Y

The property of Redcon Gold Mines has no surface 
plant or underground workings. All previous.work has been 
confined to prospecting, diamond drilling and limited geo 
physical surveying. There is, to date, no known ore body.

The present recommendations are towards a further 
search for ore.

The detailed surveying of the unexposed "Core 
Shack" Anomaly has indicated five zones believed to contain 
heavy sulphides, and a large area of disseminated mineral 
ization, in a (lorual structure.

Five drill holes are proposed to test these zones 
and the wall-rock for base metal possibilities. Fracturing 
in an E.-W. direction is indicated by the surveys and three 
additional holes are proposed to test gold possibilities.

A Diamond Drill program of a minimum of eight drill 
holes, totalling 3,000 feet, is recommended.
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INTRODUCTION

Th3 writer has written two previous recent reports 

on this property:

June 25 t 1 972 - "Report on Aerial Electromagnetic Anomalies..." 

Aug. 15, 1972 - "Report on Redcon 'Core Shack 1 Anomaly,"

Copies of the maps which attended these reports - 

a preliminary sketch of aerial anomalies "19", "20", "22", 

and "25", (2), and four coloured prints of various surveys 

over anomaly "20", with some slight modifications in inter 

pretation and proposed drill holes, are appended to this report.

PROPERTY, LOCATION, ACCESS

The property is made up of the following 43 patented 

mining claims:

KRL20888 - 20919 inclusive

KRL215SO

KRL22233 - 22242 inclusive

It. lies near the northwest corner of Balmer Toi*nship 

with five northerly claims inside Bateman Township (see attached 

sketch). The Abino Gold Mines Limited adjoins on the west and 

the H.G. Young claim group borders the south.

Until recently, access was obtained via Balmer Lake, 

and old drill roads led to various parts of the property, 

Within the past, few years, a new gravel road is being built 

northward from Red Lake providing easy access to the western 

part of Redcon (see sketch). l^/ -
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(2.)

HISTORY

Available information indicates that Consolidated 

Mining and Smelting carried out X-ray diamond drilling in the 

thirties on some of the northwest claims. Chisholm, in his 

report on Balmer Twp. (Q.D,M. Vol. LX, Part X, 1951) mentions 

that visible gold was reported and one hole returned an assay 

of 0.12 ozs. over 0,8 feet.

Cross-sectional drilling was carried out by Redcon in 

1947, 1953, and, finally, under an option by Rio Tinto in 1959 

and 1960. These four lines of holes trending northeast, are 

approximately two thousand feet apart, and have tested the 

southern section of the claim group. This drilling located two 

very small gold-bearing areas. (See sketch). In addition, Rio 

Tino carried out magnetic and I.P. surveys over about 401 of 

the claims in the eastern section, and drilled an Interesting 

pair of conductors. The drill logs give no explanation for 

these anomalies.

AERIAL SURVEY

Questor Surveys Ltd. carried out a detailed airborne 

electromagnetic and magnetic survey in March, 1972, over most 

of Balmer Twp. and parts of Bateman, Dome and McDonough totalling 

417 miles. The survey was instigated by Pickenson Mines Limited 

as an aid to finding base metal deposits In the mine area. 

Many conductors were found, most of them associated with the
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sediments and iron formation which are known to contain sulphides 

and graphite. Despite extensive drilling in the past, these 

sediments have shown little or no gold or base metal concentrations,

However, wany conductors have shown up in the volcanics, 

which are considered more favourable, and several of these have 

not been investigated to date. Furthermore, the survey has 

outlined the complex geological structure in Balmer and Bateman 

Townships more clearly than the most recent geological-geophysical 

compilations of mine and government geologists, so that certain 

structural features known to be favourable for gold concentrations 

can be delineated more accurately*

On the Redcon, five anomalous areas are indicated, 

numbered "19", "20", "22", and "25" (2). Questor recommends 

ground follow-up on all of these. (See Sketch).

Ground follow-up of anomalies "20", "22" and the north 

and south "25" has resulted in detailed surveying of anomaly "20", 

nick-named the "Cora Shack" anomaly.

There are no surface exposures in this area, although 

there are drill hole sections near-by (shown on Map 4 - to the 

S.B,, holes 46, 50 and SI; to the N.W., holes 19, 21, P-l, P-2, 

P-3, P-4, and P-S), These indicate the rock types to be expected 

and give some idea as to the depth of overburden in the anomalous 

area.

\0
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GROUND FOLLOW-UP

Lines were laid out and cut to cover the anomalous 

area, A 2,000 foot base line was run N65O - 66OW (astronomic), 

with grid lines at 200 foot intervals normal to the base line, 

covering a width of 1,200 feet. Surveys were carried out 

along these lines with a McPhar M-700 magnetometer, a Ronka 

EM-16, a Sharpe self potential, and a Ronka EM-15.

The complexity of the structure necessitated even 

greater detailing with the magnetometer and the self potential 

but eventually a picture has emerged, and eight diamond drill 

targets have been located.

GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

Four maps accompany this report: (1) the EM-16 results 

which have been "filtered" by the "Fraser Filtration" calcu 

lations to allow contouring, (2) the magnetometer survey, (3) 

the self potential survey, and (4) a topographic map showing 

the inferred structure and the Ronka EM-IS .indications, and 

the recommended drill sites.

The four geophysical methods have each, in its own 

way, contributed to the information. Since the final analysis 

is a combination of all the surveys, the individual methods 

with their good points, and their limitations, will be reviewed 

briefly.

CO Ronka JM-^l6 - This method penetrates as deeply as any 

electrical method, to detect good conductors in the.Tock
r ~ ? i

O
o

X'
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due to 'heavy sulphides or graphite. However., its extreme 

sensitivity makes it prone to detecting good conductors 

in the overburden, or sub-surface topographic valleys, 

etc. Unfortunately, sub-surface irregularities below the 

overburden can produce "anomalies" similar to those 

caused by massive sulphide deposits.

Magnetic - This method is extremely sensitive to rocks 

containing no magnetic minerals, rocks containing a slight 

amount, a little more, and a little more, up to heavy 

iron formations. It is an excellent geophysical method 

to trace geological formations under the overburden, and, 

generally, except for detecting iron formations, which can 

be detected by compass or dip needle just as easily, this 

is its main geophysical contribution. However, over heavy 

magnetic pyrrhotite, the magnetometer shows a tendency to 

switch from strong positive to strong negative readings. 

Self Potential - This method reacts only to sulphides or 

graphite in the underlying rock. Wet clay horizons in the 

overburden, sub-surface topographic irregularities, or wet 

faults or shear zones in the rock, do not produce self 

potential anomalies. If graphite is the cause of the 

anomaly, the self potential response is very strong and/or 

very sharp, at the peak, and, in 951 of the cases, it can 

be suspected. If sulphides cause the anomaly, the readings

are under 500 milivolts (h volt) and, depending on the,
y y/ \ -

j' f J* y __J 
i i^^r l^.^w ——--—--——---—* —*

lg 'S.V.BI:-SH 
\o.

O .'.
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sharp or smooth responses at the peak, one can estimate the 

depth of overburden over the anomaly within a few feet. 

However, like most other electrical methods, the self 

potential can not determine whether there are massive 

sulphides attending a graphite anomaly, or not. The 

graphite anomaly over-shadows any more weakly anomalous 

sulphides. Another limitation of the self potential is - 

but, in the case of disseminated sulphide deposits, such 

as porphyry copper, or even mineralized veins, this is a 

unique quality - one can not determine whether a self potential 

sulphide anomaly is due to a heavy sulphide good conducting 

zone, or a weakly disseminated oxidizing sulphide zone, A 

30 - 50 foot wide massive pyrrhotite zone at surface will 

show a similar anomaly to a 21 disseminated oxidizing 

sulphide zone at, or near, surface. Another problem with the 

self potential method in the glacial areas of Canada, at 

least, is its tendency to conform to the topography 

(influenced by the acidity of the soil) so that an anomaly 

can be distorted in shape suggesting a different strike or 

dip, or plunge.

(4) EM^JLS^- In the writer's opinion, after some 9 year's 

experience with it in the field, this little lh lb. 

"carpenter's level" is the closest thing to the "Yes - No" 

machine that the Prospector (and Developer) has always 

dreamed about.

o
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Unfortunately, it can say "yes", but it cannot say 

"no", definitely, because of its limited depth penetration.

It reacts to a good conductor in the underlying rock 

only if the good conductor is due to heavy sulphides. It . 

does not react to graphite. This statement is made on the 

basis of many years experience, and testing over at least one 

hundred graphite showings. Wherever the instrument has 

reacted, I have, invariably, found "heavy" sulphides.

"Heavy" is a general term. From my experience, 

depending on the inter-locking of the individual sulphides, 

this would mean a minimum of about 101 pyrrhotite (the most 

conducting type of common sulphide) and 25 * 30S pyrite, if 

very close to surface.

As the overburden increases - the inventor of this 

instrument claims a maximum depth penetration of 30 feet - the 

amount of sulphide must increase in order to prompt the 

instrument into a reaction.

In the case of the various zones found in the "Core 

Shack" area, where the overburden must average 10 feet and 

more, the sulphides should be close to "massive" in order to 

make the instrument react so forcibly.

INFERRED STRUCTURE

Before commenting on individual anomalies, it should 

be pointed out that the general anomalous area lies in a very 

complicated structure. The "Holbrooke Anticline" was postulated 

after the 1953 cross-sectional drilling campaign and was, not

l o s.v.civ:ii\ f~) r-_._.._..^.\'
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changed by the Rio Tinto drilling in 1959 - 1960. The effect 

of this N.W. ~ S.E. anticline is indicated by the magnetic, 

EM-16 and self potential surveys.

The eastern portion of the Red Lake camp, in the 

writer's opinion, is complicated by at least three periods of 

folding: the original E-W mountain folding, a strong N.W. - 

S.E. cross-folding, and a final, rather weak, N.E. - S.W. 

folding. This third folding has produced pronounced changes 

in plunge along the the axes of the N.W. - S.E. folds - as 

evident at Dickenson Mines. The writer, on the basis of the 

detailed aeromagnetic map by Questor, has postulated a N.E. - 

S.W. fold which passes under the north-west part of Balmer 

Lake ( a structure which was once considered a fault by 

E.G. Chisholm - "Geology of Balmer Township" - Vol. LX, 

Part X, 1951, O.D.M.) and across Redcon in the area of the 

Core Shack Anomaly. The effect of this fold is indicated by 

the EM-16, magnetic and self potential survey.

A tight synclinal fold, the "Core Shack Syncline" 

paralleling the Holbrooke Anticline, is clearly outlined by 

the EM-16 and magnetic surveys, and the self potential shows 

the nose of the fold.

Finally, a fourth structural direction - an E. - W, 

direction - is indicated by the self potential and EM-16 

results, and, locally, by the EM-15. This is believed to be a 

direction of fracturing, and two of the sulphide anomalies, 

"A" and "B", have this strike. It is interesting to note" ̂ hat, ; .-,.
s *-~** " " *



the geld intersections in old drill holes P-l and P-3 (see 

Hap 4), ijf they represent the same mineralized zone, have 

an E . - W, strike, and that the prominent E. r W. bulge in 

the self potential contours - "Apparent B. - W. Trend" is 

striking for the gold intersections in claim 20900, some 1400 

feet farther west,

In the old drill holes in claim 20900, where the 

gold values were obtained, the drill logs refer to "moderate 

and heavy" sulphides - pyrite, pyrrhotite, minor chalcopyrite 

and arsenopyrite. It is tempting to postulate that, since 

the N.E. drilling direction in 1953 left the geologists in 

a quandary as to the strike and dip of the gold intersections, 

and, in 1960, they drilled a S.W. hole as a check on dip, that 

the E. - W. trend in the self potential may be an expression 

of this mineralized fracture zone.

In summary, then, the anomalous area appears to lie 

on a domal structure with mineralized fracturing which may be 

controlled by the axes of the folding, by rock contacts, and 

by E. - W. "breaks". This structural condition is ideal for 

metal concentrations. All geophysical indications suggest 

steep dips to the south or south-west.

ANOMALIES 

MA" - an east-west striking zone at least 225 feet in length,

this anomaly cuts across the axis of the "Core Shack

Syncline". The EM-IS indicates an 18' - 20'.width ,

7



of heavy sulphides. The magnetic detailing shows 

strong positive and negative readings indicating 

pyrrhotite. The EM-16 produces a distinct but 

relatively weak response, and, although this anomaly 

lies within the extensive self potential anomaly, it 

is not outlined clearly, suggesting that the sulphides 

may weaken at depth. Estimated overburden depth: 

10' - 20*. 

"B"- another east-west striking zone at least 175' in

length. At its western end, a width of 45* of sulphides 

is indicated by the EM-15, narrowing to 25' to the 

east. The magnetics show some deflection as they

f follow the formations across this anomaly, but there

is no strong response so that pyrrhotite may not be 

predominant in this zone* The EM-16 produces a very 

strong response over this break and extends it for 

another 200', or so, to the east, suggesting that it 

lengthens, and, perhaps, strengthens at depth. The 

self potential shows a strong response at the western 

end of the zone, but does not indicate the eastern 

extension, suggesting a very sharp drop off of the 

sub-surface rock to the east* Estimated overburden 

depth (at west end): 5 f - 10*.

"C"- The EM-15 suggests an irregular oval shape to the 

heavy sulphides of some 55' by 80*. The magnetics 

show strong positives and negatives, indicating ~\^..\

X./F
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pyrrhotite, and a general strike paralleling the 

"Core Shack Syncline". The EM-16, perhaps because 

it lacks the detail of the other methods, suggests 

that "C" may link up with "B" and "D" at depth. 

The strong self potential shows a "boomerang" shape 

which is probably indicating sub-surface topography. 

Estimated depth of overburden: S 1 -10'.

"D"- This zone has a definite strike, as attested by all 

methods, which either parallels the axes of the N.W. 

- S.E. folding or the strike of the formations. It 

extends for at least 175' and the EM-15 indicates a 

60' width of heavy sulphides. The magnetics are 

strongly positive and negative, indicating pyrrhotite 

is present. The EM-l6 shows a very strong response 

and the self potential is strong indicating shallow 

overburden. Estimated overburden depth: 10 f .

"E"- The EM-15 response on this anomaly is definite, but 

much weaker than the other four anomalies. Coupled 

with the weaker self potential readings, this suggests 

that the overburden is deeper here. Nevertheless, 

there appears to be a minimum width of some SO 1 of 

sulphides and a length approaching 175'. The area 

is somewhat magnetic but there are no strong readings 

to indicate a predominance of pyrrhotite. However,
,.r t"'\ -

there is a suggestion of a plunge eastward, and-the-..-,^-y
EM-16 appears to pick up the zone farther oast-adding
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another ISO 1 extension. All the methods, except the 

self potential, indicate a N650 'rf strike, suggesting 

the zone is following the folded formations. 

Estimated overburden depth: 20' - 30'.

"F"- This zone is indicated by the self potential, and, 

very weakly, by the EM-16 -apparently down dip to 

south-west. It is believed to represent disseminated 

oxidizing sulphides with, perhaps, some narrow heavier 

zones at depth. Hole P-3, which collared in this 

anomaly picked up "fair" pyrite and slight pyrrhotite 

for 8^ feet near the collar of the hole. The magnetics 

do not indicate any concentration of pyrrhotite and 

the EM-lS did not respond. This is not considered a 

drill target at this time*

"G"- This weak self potential anomaly probably follows

the formations. The strong magnetics indicate some 

pyrrhotite, but the EM-l6 and the EM-15 do not respond, 

indicating there is no strong concentration. This is 

not considered as a drill target at this time.

"H" f, "J"- are EM-16 anomalies vrhich are not indicated by the 

self potential, the EM-15, or the magnetometer. At 

the moment, they are considered doubtful, until

further checking*
; , -'"' -T.'"^ 

In summary, five individual anomalies, believed to,,.:'..^V{?.
,,.. y " ^~\ 

contain heavy to massive sulphides, have been selected ̂ .s drill--J

targets for base metal concentrations. Four of these'-targetsp" "~
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"A", "B", "C"', and "D", lie within a large self potential 

anomaly which indicates disseminated mineralization over 

approximately 1,000 feet by 400 feet. This anomaly lies on 

the assumed north-west, south-east "Core Shack" syncline where 

it is thought to be "dor.ed" by a north-east, south-west regional 

anticline. The proposed drill holes will also test the wall- 

rock of the suspected sulphide concentrations to assess any 

disseminated mineralization.

Anomaly "E" is isolated from the others, anomaly-wise, 

and, possibly, structurally. Nevertheless, it is, like "D", 

very close to the self potential "E.W. Trend" t*hich may indicate 

an east-west mineralized fracture zone associated with the gold 

intersections in the old drilling in claim 20900. In case the 

spotting of holes in "D" and "E" may miss the effect of the 

E. - W. fracturing, holes #6 and #7 (Map 4) are recommended to 

test this suspected structure where it should intersect the 

suspected folds.

Finally, it should be noted that the gold intersections 

in drill holes P-l and P-3, whether they are part of the same 

zone or not, do not coincide \d.th any "anomaly" found in this 

survey. And, there is no reason why they should. Gold veins, 

unless they are well mineralized with sulphides, or associated 

with magnetite or graphite, will have no physical property 

which makes them "stand out" in any geophysical sense. But, 

because these two sold intersections have been found in an area

\
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of tight folding, near a suspected "dome" where strikes and 

dips may change radically, a hole, #8, is recommended to 

check the area.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Eight drill holes are recommended to test the "heavy" 

sulphide zones "A", "B", "C","D", and "E", and the suspected 

E. - W. fracturing.

It is considered that a minimum of 3,000 feet of 

drilling is needed to carry out this program, at an estimated 

cost of 130,000.00, including supervision, core boxes and 

assaying.

S. V. Burr, M.A. P. Eng., 
August 31, 1972.
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CERTIFICATE

I, STANLEY VERNON BURR, hereby certify that:

1) I ara a resident of Ontario, residing in Toronto (Etobicoke),

2) I am a graduate geologist with an M.A. degree, and a

practical geophysicist, and have been practicing my profession 

for over thirty years,

3) I am a Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada, and 

a Professional Engineer of the Province of Manitoba,

4) I am familiar with the Red Lake camp and have worked in the 

area at various periods since 1953, including the Redcon 

property in 1953,

5) I have studied all the available data - plans, drill logs 

and sections as well as the recent aerial work and have 

been working on the property in the anomalous areas in the 

past two months, .

6) I have no interest in the property of Redcon Gold Mines Ltd., 

nor have I any shares in the Company, nor do I expect to 

receive any interest.

S. V. Burr, 
August 31, 1972.
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REPORT ON GROUND FOLLOW-UP RECONNAISSANCE 

OF AERIAL E.M, ANOMALIES IN BALMER g BATPMAN TOWNSHIPS 

RED LAKE AREA, UP TO SEPTEMBER 22, 1972

The self potential method was used to locate and 

define the aerial anomalies; the Ronka E,M,-IS was used to 

assess the self potential anomalies. This entailed no line 

cutting except in the area of anomaly 25 where two reference 

lines were cut because of very thick second growth,

Seven (7) aerial anomalies have been assessed on 

ground held or controlled by Dickenson Mines Limited, and 

several other accessible anomalies were checked. Five (S) 

rough sketches of the reconnaissances accompany this reportt 

BATEMAN TOWNSHIP: Anomalies 29 and 30 proved to be weak, heavily 

overburdened and narrow. One drill hole (1967) was 

found pn 129, which, fortunately, had been used for 

assessment purposes and the log was on open file with 

the Ontario Department of Mines* The hole contained 

considerable talc-chlorite schist, serpentinite, and
' . -. -:, . - ,v

chert and graphitic argillite. There was very little 

sulphide. The 600 hole cased through US feet of 

boulder, clay, sand and gravel.

Further work is not recommended.

x
s,
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BALMER TOWNSHIP; Anomaly 25 crosses from Bateman Township into 

the Redcon and Abino properties, and there is a 

southern section of this anomaly which trends east- 

west and is probably separate. This anomaly is at 

least 3 miles long and is obviously caused by some 

intraformational conductive formations (probably 

sedimentary) in the basic volcanics. The self 

potential over this northern part indicates narrow, 

weak, ftirmational trends except over the strong E-W 

anomaly on the Redcon-Abino boundary. This anomaly 

is probably within a few feet of surface yet the 

Ronka B.M.-15 showed no reaction, so that it is not 

caused by heavy sulphides* Two anomalies on each 

side of the road trend northerly. Neither cause an 

B.M.-15 reaction. The east one was stripped by 

bulldozer to expose a 45 foot wide highly carbonated 

acid dyke with sparse sulphide, and highly fractured, 

rusty wall-rock with sparse sulphide. The unknown 

west one, lying north of the weak irregular anomaly 

over early trenching in carbonated volcanics, is 

believed to be a disseminated sulphide zone associated 

with north-south fracturing or dyking*

The south 25, in claim 26892, appears to be a series 

of narrow, heavily overburdened zon&s, probably intra-



formation&l conductive formations.

The large Abino claim contains several aerial inter 

cepts which stop, abruptly, at the west boundary. This 

suggests either a fault or a major fold and makes this 

claim particularly interesting. Line cutting and 

geophysical surveying is warranted.

Anomaly 22 is barely perceptable to the self potential 

(overburden, as indicated by drill holes, is over 100 

feet), but weak negatives in low ground correspond 

with a mineralized iron formation in hole ISS*

Further work is not recommended,

Anomaly 20 proved to be a strong, large anomalous 

area, with the Ronka E.M.-15 responding in four places 

during the reconnaissance. A detailed line grid has 

been cut, several surveys run and diamond drilling is 

planned.

Anomaly 14 is a weak anomaly, suggesting fairly heavy 

overburden, but it does appear to represent a folded 

condition (possibly a sedimentary iron formation) on 

the north contact of a peridotite - amphibolite). 

Detailed line gridding and various geophysical surveys 

are warranted.

S.V. Burr, M.A. P. Bng.


